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Introduction
This report describes the impetus for, 
and preliminary impact of, the Gender 
Gap Tracker, an analytics tool that 
measures – in real time – the gender 
of those quoted and featured in 
Canada’s most influential news media.

We are grateful for the funds provided 
by the federal department of Women 
and Gender Equality (formerly Status 
of Women Canada) that permitted us 
to publicly launch and promote the 
tool over the course of its first seven 
months. 
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Representation Matters
The focus of some news stories 
dictates who must be quoted – the 
government minister or CEO making 
the announcement, the person 
accused of or victimized by a crime…

At the same time, journalists often 
have discretion over the people they 
ask to provide context or analysis. Yet 
those people remain overwhelmingly 
white and male. This is especially 
troubling when you consider that   
the people whose voices are absent 
are often the ones most affected by 
the decisions being announced.

Given the critical role that news 
media play in a democracy, and 
what we understand about the 
benefits of diverse perspectives, this 
is no longer acceptable.
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What difference will it make when women’s 
voices are equitably represented?

You can’t measure what isn’t there, but to 
answer the question, we pulled text from 100 
published op eds written by women we’d 
trained, and deducted words that also 
appeared in a random sample of published 
op eds penned by men. The words that 
remain are, at essence, issues that do not get 
serious attention in and by media when 
women’s voices are missing. Some – “female, 
girls, sexual, assault” -- are heartbreakingly 
predictable. But many others – “food, water, 
evidence, impact, racism, police” – are not. 

In short, including women’s voices 
will change public conversations, 
policies, priorities and ultimately, 
peoples’ lives. 
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Some Historical Research Context

In 2015, Informed Opinions commissioned 
content analysis research measuring the 
ratio of male and female experts and 
sources quoted or featured in a cross-
section of seven Canadian media outlets. 
The data gathering and annotation took 
three months, the analysis and publication 
of the report another two. We found that 
men’s perspectives outranked women’s by 
more than two to one. 

However, closer examination revealed that 
public broadcast talk shows performed 
much better (40% plus) than print media 
and private broadcasters (all under 30%).
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An Invaluable Research Partnership

We wanted to leverage that discrepancy, shorten 
the research and reporting time frame, and draw 
both public and media attention to the persistent 
and indefensible gender gap.

With the generous sponsorship of Simon Fraser 
University, we worked with an international 
research team directed by computational linguist, 
Dr. Maite Taboada (centre) to develop a 
sophisticated big data tool that uses machine 
learning to process and analyze vast amounts of 
data scraped from seven of Canada’s most 
influential news media’s online platforms.
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To our knowledge, no one else is 
analyzing gendered voices in news 
coverage on this scale, and making 
the data publicly available.

The GGT has already helped to  
increase attention to the chronic 
under-representation of women’s 
perspectives in the media, and it has 
enormous potential to seed 
behaviour shifts that will lead to 
systemic change. 

The Gender Gap Tracker is a genuinely innovative tool. 
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Preliminary Research Results

When the we began gathering data in 
October 2018, the aggregate share of 
women’s voices in the monitored 
media was 27%. This was lower than 
the percentage found in our 2015 
research because the earlier data was 
disproportionately weighted to talk 
shows, vs news. 
Also, when we launched the GGT, we 
were initially showing women’s voices 
at 25.3%, but as the researchers have 
continued to refine the tool, it has 
become more accurate.

1 October 2018 – 4 February 2019
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In just eight months since the Gender 
Gap Tracker’s launch, women’s share 
of the quoted voices has increased by 
1.3% to 28.3%.*

This is a small but significant gain. For 
context, a 1993 study of Canadian 
newspapers found women’s voices at 
22%, so the 27% starting point in 
February 2019 represented only a 5-
point increase in a quarter of a 
century. 

1 – 31 August 2019

* Canada’s federal election appears to have 
undercut that gain slightly in September, 
which we suspect is partly due to four of five 
major parties being lead by men.
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In addition to the circle 
graph displayed on 
previous pages, the GGT 
site also features two 
comparative graphs which 
allow citizens and 
journalists themselves to 
measure their newsroom’s 
performance against their 
media competitors. The 
bar graph shows men and 
women sources quoted by 
each outlet both 
numerically and as a 
percentage of the total.

Visitors to the site can select the period of 
time to measure and hover their cursors over 
the graphs to see details.



In August, we added 
a comparative line 
graph to the site. 

This makes it easier 
for all visitors to 
assess an individual 
news outlet’s 
representation of 
women’s voices 
against their 
competitors, and 
to notice trends 
over time.  



With additional resources, we 
will be able to tease out the 
trends made clear by the 
visualized data. 

For example, why during the 
last week of September did the 
representation of women’s 
voices in print media (The 
Globe, The Star and The 
National Post) plummet to 
around 21%, while HuffPost and 
the three broadcasters all 
featured 30% or more?



Minister for the 
Status of Women 
Maryam Monsef and 
Simon Fraser 
University’s VP 
Research, Joy 
Johnson, joined us for 
a conversation about 
the critical difference 
women’s voices make 
at the launch of the 
Gender Gap Tracker 
in Ottawa on 
February 4th.

PROMOTION



We also introduced the GGT
in Toronto to an audience of 
300 business people at a 
30% Club event on International 
Women’s Day.



Gender Gap Tracker profiled at university research events

The diverse team of scientists who created and continue to refine the GGT 
spoke about their work at a research event in Vancouver in March. 



We made strategic 
investments in 

raising awareness 
on social media.



Tracking the gender gap in 
Canadian media 

op ed by Maite Taboada and 
Fatemeh Torabi Asr 

Our earned media efforts generated a reach of more than 21 million.

Researchers are tracking the 
media’s gender gap

article

Online tool gives media outlets 
incentive to achieve gender parity

op ed by Shari Graydon

https://theconversation.com/tracking-the-gender-gap-in-canadian-media-110082
https://www.universityaffairs.ca/news/news-article/researchers-are-tracking-the-medias-gender-gap/
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2019/02/04/online-tool-gives-media-outlets-incentive-to-achieve-gender-parity.html


We’ve shared 
hundreds of print 
postcards with
news consumers
at conferences 
and researchers, 
advocates, STEM 
professionals, 
credit union 
executives, 
entrepreneurs, 
lawyers,
corporate 
directors, and 
journalists across 
the country. 



…

IMPACT on PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

The Gender Gap Tracker has received 6,052 visitors to date, and the news outlets 
featured have been encouraged to track the gender of their sources by 517 visitors. 
Although a common assumption in media circles has been that one complaint 
reflects 100 others who haven’t taken the time to weigh in, this superficial pene-
tration is in no way commensurate with the transformational capacity of the tool.  
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IMPACT on JOURNALISM PRACTICE

We know from conversations with 
journalists and visits to news rooms that 
the Gender Gap Tracker is already 
seeding behaviour change. More editors, 
reporters and producers are:
1. Monitoring the gender (and other 

identity criteria) of their sources;
2. Using our database to identify and 

recruit new experts;
3. Developing other organizational 

strategies to broaden the diversity of 
those they interview and feature;

4. Soliciting our advice.



JUNE 2019 
An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters attended 
presentations on the GGT and our experts database at 
the paper’s newsroom. The Star has launched a 
significant internal project to increase women’s 
voices in its news coverage. 



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database at the paper’s newsroom 
on June 11. 

August 2019:
Second visit to HuffPost. Team 
members hard at work and… …posing for a post-GGT meeting pic

September 2019:
Enthusiastic producers (many already using 
database), reporters, anchors and news director at 
Global TV Vancouver 



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database at the paper’s newsroom 
on June 11. 

September 2019:
Producers, reporters,
anchors, news director
at Global TV Vancouver

August 2019:
HuffPost team members 
hard at work and… agreeing to a post-GGT meeting pic

GGT INCENTIVIZES ENGAGEMENT

We’ve had ongoing conversations 
with several journalists at The Globe 
and Mail, and two months after we 
notified Canadian media of our 
launch of the Gender Gap Tracker, 
public editor Sylvia Stead wrote 
about the paper’s planned initiatives 
to increase and amplify women’s 
voices, and to test its own tracking 
algorithm in collaboration with 
United for News, an international 
effort to build trust in media. 



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database at the paper’s newsroom 
on June 11. 

September 2019:
Producers, reporters,
anchors, news director
at Global TV Vancouver

August 2019:
HuffPost team members 
hard at work and… agreeing to a post-GGT meeting pic

JOURNALISTS’ USE OF DATABASE 
EXPERTS INCREASES BY 250%

From September 2018 to 
September 2019, journalists’ use 
of our database, and the number 
of news platforms featuring our 
experts, both rose by 250%. 

Canada's most influential news 
media -- including CBC, Global TV, 
The Globe and Mail, CTV and The 
Toronto Star -- drew on the 
sources we profile multiple times.



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database at the paper’s newsroom 
on June 11. 

September 2019:
Producers, reporters,
anchors, news director
at Global TV Vancouver

August 2019:
HuffPost team members 
hard at work and… agreeing to a post-GGT meeting pic

OUR MEDIA OUTREACH 
CONTINUES:

We send weekly emails to our 
list of journalist subscribers 
alerting them to qualified 
experts available to comment 
on current and emerging news 
stories, from G7 summit, 
cryptocurrency and trade policy 
to affordable housing, food 
security and climate change. 
And everytime an expert in the 
database is quoted, we share 
her comments on social media. 



…and contacting the new editor-
in-chief of The National Post 
requesting an opportunity to 
present to his newsroom after 
the federal election. of

September 2019:
Producers, reporters,
anchors, news director
at Global TV Vancouver

August 2019:
HuffPost team members 
hard at work and… meeting pic

We’ll be visiting CTV’s 
national newsroom in 
Toronto in November… 



September 2019:
Producers, reporters,
anchors, news director
at Global TV Vancouver

August 2019:
HuffPost team members 
hard at work and… meeting pic

Following our meeting with Rob 
Russo, CBC Ottawa bureau chief, 
earlier this year, we also met with 
recently appointed CBC Executive 
Vice President, Barb Williams.

Both reiterated CBC’s commitment 
to measuring and increasing diversity.  



We made the best of 
the small promotional 
budget provided for in 
the grant from SWC, 
and continue to post 
updates of notable 
performance increases 
to draw public 
attention to the 
Gender Gap Tracker 
and incentivize 
continued 
improvements. 



We continue to grow our experts database, which now features 1,100 English-
speaking women. More than 100 of them are being quoted by media each month. 



In May we launched the French 
database, FemmesExpertes.ca. 
It now features plus de 500 
expertes disponibles en francais. 



PREVNet bullying prevention Researchers, 
Toronto

Action Canada sexual health advocates, Ottawa

Migration scholars, Montreal

We also continue to train 
hundreds of women each 
year to amplify their voices 
through media. Here are 
participants from just a 
few of the 40+ workshops 
we delivered in the past 12 
months. 

Indigenous women advocates, 
entrepreneurs, Vancouver



HOWEVER, more communication is essential:

Despite our success, in a crowded information environment, 
we’ve barely scratched the surface. 

PHASE II  Much more communication is necessary to:

à Drive traffic to the Gender Gap Tracker

à Explain the consequences to public discourse of the status quo
à Provide insight into the public policy implications of gender equity  

in the news media

à Motivate citizens to expect and advocate for improvements
à Incentivize journalists to track their progress and do better



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

PHASE II – Additional funding is also needed to: 

Feature French Language News Outlets
We are working to adapt the GGT’s computational linguistics and machine 
learning into French so we can monitor Canada’s five most influential 
francophone news media. This is more complicated than anticipated due to an 
absence of open source French software tools, and because of the gendered 
nature of the language itself. We are currently dependent on volunteer labour, 
and so this is proceeding much more slowly than we had hoped. 

Make Clear Who Writes the Stories
The ability to distinguish between newsroom-written and -produced stories and 
wire copy that is generated by external news services will both give us a better 
sense of how Canadian journalists are doing, and increase the credibility of the 
tracker among Canadian newsrooms. Breaking down authors and creators by 
gender will offer additional insight into what difference the storyteller makes.



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

PHASE II – Additional funding is also needed to:

Issue and promote attention to quarterly reports highlighting:

• Current aggregate ratio of women’s voices relative to original baseline 
• Statistical trends from one quarter to the next since project launch
• Number of Informed Opinions’ experts quoted by monitored media
• Comparison of English and French language media, once the latter is added
• Best performers, both over the quarter and in terms of highest ratio reached
• Relevant insights from deeper analysis 

For example…



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

Conduct more in-depth data analysis exploring:

• Research on tone and authority in quotes - Are there differences between 
how men and women share their analyses?

• Personal context - Are women still defined more frequently in terms of their 
appearance and/or relationships to men?

• Titles and experts - How are experts referred to? Are they clearly identified as 
experts?

• Topic areas - Which areas of the news feature the highest and lowest numbers 
of female experts? (e.g. business, sports, health, entertainment)

• Authors - Do female journalists quote more women than male journalists? 
What relationships, if any, exist between authors and quotes?



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

The capacity to do 
deeper analysis will 
point us to new 
strategies and 
partnerships. For 
example, discovering 
that fully 60% of the 
most frequently 
quoted sources were 
elected officials 
inspired us to 
collaborate with Equal 
Voice and the makers 
of the No Second 
Chances podcast. 



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

Distinguish Between Types of Sources
A woman quoted because of her professional expertise is perceived much 
differently, and has greater potential impact as a role model, than a woman 
quoted because she has been the victim of or witness to a crime. An additional 
layer of computational analysis will permit us to differentiate between these.

Assess and facilitate researcher requests to access the GGT data
As we pro-actively promote researchers’ access to the data we’re collecting, 
we will need to respond to more requests, clarifying the nature and scope of 
their own studies, as well as their dissemination intentions. Actually doing the 
technical work to make the data available to scholars will require additional 
work by the scientists at SFU, and their time needs to be compensated. 



An engaged group of Toronto Star reporters 
attended presentations on the GGT and our 
experts database t the paper’s newsroom on 
June 11. 

IN-KIND SUPPORT ALREADY SECURED

In June, we met with SFU and secured the university’s commitment to:
• Continue to provide computing infrastructure support in the form of servers and 

cluster access value of $10,000/year
• Allocate a third of the time of a Big Data Lab computer scientist involved in the 

development of the GGT to oversee its security and stability value of$40,000/year
• Hire a student to continue implementing updates value of $10,000/year
Informed Opinions uses funds generated through our social enterprise programming  
to engage journalists and the public. value of $25,000/year

FINANCIAL SUPPORT BEING SOUGHT

• To build on the investments made to date and provide the additional computational 
linguistic analyses described on the previous pages, we are seeking to hire a post 
doctorate fellow with relevant research skills. Multi-year funding will increase our 
ability to secure a candidate with the necessary expertise $75,000/year x 3 years

• To continue raising awareness of and driving traffic to the Gender Gap Tracker, we 
also need to invest in strategic communications $100,000 over 3 years



…

…is amplifying women’s voices 
for a more democratic Canada 

with the valued support of: 



…

For more information, contact Shari Graydon   
shari@informedopinions.org
613-882-6810

mailto:shari@informedopinions.org

